We Shall Shortly Be Invaded: A Collection
Of British Napoleonic War Broadsides

Maggs Bros. Ltd.

“These hand-bills appeared without any logical plan, and were
read quickly, one by one, from day to day, by the public. They were
intended to arouse all classes, all professions, all crafts, women as
well as men. By skill in adaptation to different groups, all components
of the body politic were reached and unity of purpose and action
attained”.
This collection contains 25 broadsides warning the British public
of the threat of invasion by Napoleon’s forces during the
summer and autumn of 1803. They were designed to appeal
to all strands of society, from magistrates and city financiers to
provincial shopkeepers and agricultural workers, men as well
as women.
The broadsides were widely distributed: one encourages
“Noblemen, Magistrates, and Gentlemen” to order “a few
dozen…and cause them to be stuck up in their respective villages
where they reside, that the inhabitants may be convinced of
the cruelty of the Corsican usurper”. Another notes at the end
that a thousand copies could be bulk bought for a guinea.
The British Critic even provided a rudimentary “checklist” of
these “Patriotic Papers…dispersed in the present crisis” listing
78 different examples:
“we have collected as many of them as we could, of which
we here give a list; both with a desire to promote their further
Circulation, and to preserve the Memory of these laudable and
useful Efforts. – We place them under the Head of the Bookseller
or Printer’s Name, by who they are chiefly sold. The most usual
price is a Halfpenny or a Penny” (see The British Critic (1803)
p.214).
One of the most notable aspects of the broadsides is the number
of literary references used to stir national pride and unity. The
most obvious example is Shakespeare’s Ghost which selects
pertinent lines from various plays to call the country to arms.
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Richard Brinsley Sheridan is evoked in more than one of the
broadsides and also, within this collection, is referenced Alexander
Pope, Laurence Sterne, Horace and Richard Glover.
In December 1929 Maggs offered for sale in catalogue 529 a
“remarkable collection of contemporary English broadsides
concerning Napoleon Buonaparte’s [sic] threatened invasion
of England”. This collection was purchased by the William
Andrews Clark Memorial Library of the University of California
the following year and formed the basis of The Warning Drum,
The British Home Front Faces Napoleon, Broadsides of 1803, ed
Frank J. Klingberg and Sigurd B. Hustvedt (University of
California Press, 1944). The book reprinted the text of the
broadsides with a lengthy general introduction and detailed
notes. The striking similarity of the threat of invasion and the
call for national unity in Britain when The Warning Drum was
published – in the midst of WW2 - was not lost on the editors.
Looking back now, nearly eighty years after the publication of The
Warning Drum, the similarities between the threat of invasion from
Napoleon’s forces in 1803 and those of Hitler’s Germany during
WW2 are striking and perhaps provide important evidence for
how the United Kingdom faces all moments of national peril.
References:
Bibliotheca Lindesiana Catalogue of English Broadsides 1505-1897
(Aberdeen University Press, 1898).
The Warning Drum, The British Home Front Faces Napoleon,
Broadsides of 1803, ed Frank J. Klingberg and Sigurd B. Hustvedt (University of California Press, 1944).
All of the broadsides have been carefully mounted at the top
and bottom on modern paper.
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“THEY, BY A STRANGE FRENZY DRIVEN, FIGHT FOR
POWER, FOR PLUNDER, AND EXTENDED RULE”
[SHERIDAN (Richard Brinsley)]. Sheridan’s Address to the
People. Our King! Our Country! And our God!
Broadside (330 x 205mm). A little dusty; entirely uncut.
London: Printed for J. Asperne, successor to Mr. Sewell,
[1803].
Bibl. Lind., No. 1514; Klingberg & Hustvedt no.16.
The playwright, Richard Brinsley Sheridan, was a staunch
advocate of defense against a French invasion and served
as a Lieutenant Colonel in the St. James’s Volunteer corps.
According to Klingberg and Hustvedt, Sheridan’s final speech
in Parliament, “was a vigorous plea for resistance against
Napoleon, resting upon the conviction that should England
fall the liberties of the world would fall with her” (p.236).
The text of this broadside is taken from Act II, Scene II of
Sheridan’s patriotic play Pizarro (first performed in London in
1799) which was based on the 1796 German play Die Spanier
in Peru by August von Kotzebue and told the story of the
Spanish conquistador’s conquest of Peru. Sheridan’s play
was revived in 1803 – with Kemble and Sarah Siddons in
the leading roles – to enormous popular approval.
Writing the year after this broadside was printed, William
Cobbett, the pamphleteer and fellow MP, denounced it as
“typographical harlotry…stuck up on every dead wall,
rotten post, and dirty corner in the metropolis” (William
Cobbett, The Political Proteus, a view of the Public Character and
Conduct of R.B. Sheridan (1804)).
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“AN OBSCURE CORSICAN”
Who is Bonaparte?
Broadside (310 x 190 mm). Very lightly browned, slightly
creased in a couple of places; edges entirely uncut.
London: Printed for J. Asperne, successor to Mr. Sewell,
[1803].
Bibl. Lind., No. 1522; Not in Klingberg & Hustvedt.
An English character assessment of Napoleon in which
the reader is told he turned his “artillery upon the citizens
of Paris”, “put near 400 Turks to Death, in cold blood”,
“destroyed his own comrades by poison” and, “dared to
attack what is most dear and most useful to civilized Society,
the Freedom of the Press and the Freedom of Speech, by
proposing to restrict the British Press”.
Below the text is an advertisement for Asperne’s Sheridan’s
Address to the People [see above] and a suggestion that, “Noblemen, Magistrates, and Gentlemen, would do well, by
ordering a few dozen of the above tracts of their different
Booksellers, and cause them to be stuck up in the respective villages where they reside, that the Inhabitants may be
convinced of the Cruelty of the Corsican Usurper”.
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“I FEAR WE ON SHORE ARE BY NO MEANS READY TO
RECEIVE SUCH AN ARMY OF BUTCHERS”
A Dialogue between a British Tar just landed at Portsmouth and a
Brave Soldier lately returned from Egypt.
Broadside (445 x 278mm). Evenly browned, minor creasing
in a couple of places.
Cambridge Printed; London re-printed for J. Hatchard…by
J. Hules, [1803].
Bibl. Lind., No. 1487; Klingberg & Hustvedt no.28.
A supposed dialogue between a British Tar (Sailor) and a
British Soldier on the threat of invasion by Napoleon’s forces.
We are told at the outset that the “oaths usually interwoven”
throughout the speech of the men have been omitted “as at
all times highly improper, and particularly when talking
upon such a serious subject as the utter ruin of the whole
Nation”. The dialogue serves to warn the British public that
despite the power of the British Navy it is important that
those, “on shore must prepare for the worst”.
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“WE SHALL SHORTLY BE INVADED”
[A VOLUNTEER]. People of the British Isles.
Broadside (445 x 275mm). A little browned and slightly grubby at the edges, a couple of minor creases in places; entirely
uncut.
[London]: published for J. Asperne [by] Nicholson, Printer,
Clerkenwell, [1803]
Bibl. Lind., No. 1509; Klingberg & Hustvedt no.62.
A frank warning to the inhabitants of the country that invasion
on land will be the most likely route of a successful French
campaign. The “Volunteer” attempts to rouse his fellow
countrymen with a quotation from Book XV of Pope’s
translation of the Iliad (“Death is the worst, a fate which all
must try”) and a rallying call from Richard Glover’s 1753
play Boadicea. The reader is reminded of the great advantages of
the English nation over the French from the “Magna Charta”
to our “Free Press”.
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“FIT TO BOIL OR TO FRY”
[A LOYAL SUBJECT]. A Relish of Old Nick.
Broadside (433 x 275mm). A little dusty and slightly creased
in places, single circular spots near the center of the sheet
(not obscuring the text); entirely uncut.
[London]: printed for J. Wallis…by J. Crowder and E.
Hemsted, [1803].
Not in Bibl. Lind; Klingberg & Hustvedt no.60.
A four verse song sung to the tune of “The Vicar and Moses”
in which the French forces are imagined “soak’d…Long
enough to be smok’d, to the regions below they’ll be taken;
and there hung up to dry, fit to boil or to fry, when Old Nick
wants a rasher of bacon”.
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“IN DEFENCE OF HIS NATIVE LAND, AN ENGLISHMAN, A SCOTCHMAN, A WELSHMAN, AND AN
IRISHMAN, ARE ONE AND THE SAME PEOPLE”
[JOHN BULL]. John Bull to Brother Patrick In Ireland.
Broadside (440 x 280mm). A little browned, edges uncut.
London: printed for John Stockdale [by] S. Gosnell, Little
Queen Street, Holborn, 1803.
Bibl. Lind., No. 1528; Not in Klingberg & Hustvedt.
“But, dear Pat, as long as a drop of British or Irish blood flows in
our veins such things can never come to pass…”
A long letter (dated July 19th 1803) written by the English
John Bull to his cousin Pat in Ireland calling for each side to
put aside their differences in common support against Napoleon’s
French forces. This is one of a number of broadsides which
attempted to unite the home nations against French attack by
stirring the patriotic feelings of those countries concerned.
John Bull warns that an attack on England will almost
certainly lead to an attack on Ireland and that cooperation is
the best form of defense.
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“EQUALITY OF ENGLISHMEN, IN THE HOUR OF DANGER, AND THEIR COUNTRY’S CAUSE”
[CARACTACUS]. Friends, Britons, Countrymen.
Broadside (435 x 280mm). A little dusty and with some minor creasing; entirely uncut.
London: printed by Jennings and Brimmer…for J. Asperne,
[1803].
Not in Bibl. Lind. Not in Klingberg & Hustvedt.
“England, in the Nineteenth Century, owed not only its
importance, but its preservations, chiefly to the preserving
and spirited exertions of her artisans and mechanics!”
A call to the working classes (“the most numerous and most
useful part of the nation”) to unite against the possibility of a
French invasion. The address is signed “Caractacus” a reference
to the first-century British chief who was responsible for resisting the Roman invasion of Britain.
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AN ADDRESS TO THE CITY OF LONDON
BOSANQUET (Jacob). Substance of the Speech of Jacob
Bosanquet, Esq. At the Royal Exchange, July 26th, 1803.
Broadside (435 x 280mm). Slightly dusty, some minor creasing in places, entirely uncut.
[London]: printed for James Asperne…by W. Lane, [?1803].
Not in Bibl. Lind. Not in Klingberg & Hustvedt.
A stirring address to, “those who rank first in the City of
London for character and wealth – men whose breath could
in an instant raise millions of money, should the service of
their country require it”.
Jacob Bosanquet (1755-1828) was the chairman of the East
India Company.
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“DREADFUL SCENES OF BARBARITY”
[WARDACK (John) “The Hanoverian Blacksmith”]. Horrors
upon Horrors; What are the Hellish Deeds that can surprise us,
when committed by the Blood-Hounds of that Arch-Fiend of
Wickedness, the Corsican Bonaparte?
Broadside (445 x 270mm). A little dusty at the edges, a
couple of neat minor creases.
[London]: printed for J. Ginger [by] W. Marchant, [1803].
Bibl. Lind., No. 1495; Klingberg & Hustvedt no.63.
A supposed account of the “dreadful scenes of barbarity”
witnessed by a blacksmith, John Wardack, in Hanover who
later “died raving mad” due to the atrocities he saw.
The broadside directs the reader to the newspaper The British
Neptune, “from whence this relation has been extracted”.
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“HERE’S THE FRENCH FLAG WHERE IT OUGHT
TO BE, UNDER THE ENGLISH”
[ROUSEM (Bob)]. Bob Rousem’s epistle to Bonypart.
Broadside (365 x 260mm). A little dusty at the edges, entirely
uncut.
London: printed for J. Asperne, [?1803]
Bibl. Lind., No 1477 [Fifth Edition]; Not in Klingberg & Hustvedt.
“I say Bony, what a damn’d Lubber you must be….you wont like,
in a High Sea, upon a Grating, my Boy, without a bit of soft
Tommy to put into your Lanthorn Jaws”
The text is supposed to have been written by the British sailor Bob Rousem, who signs his name at the end with a “X”
because “you see I couldn’t write, our Captain’s Clerk put
the Lingo into black and white for me, and says he’ll charge
it to you”. Rousem threatens Napoleon with obliteration by
the British Navy in language inflected with supposed sailor
slang.
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“GLUT THEIR LUST WITH OUR WIVES
AND DAUGHTERS”
[A SHOPKEEPER]. Fellow Citizens, Bonaparte Threatens to
Invade us.
Broadside (435 x 280mm). Lower portion of the sheet a little
creased, dusty in places, entirely uncut.
[London]: printed for J. Ginger [by] W. Marchant, [1803].
Bibl. Lind., No. 1493; Klingberg & Hustvedt no.58.
A rousing cry by the common man: the broadside is supposedly
signed by an English shopkeeper who tells the reader that they
should be ready to “shut our shops and march to give him
[Napoleon] the reception his malicious calumnies deserve”.
A four line quotation (“Thee, Haughty Tyrants ne’er shall
tame”) at the end of the broadside is taken from Act V, scene
7 of Shakespeare’s King John.
Bertram Rota produced a facsimile of this broadside in 1940.
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“THIS LITTLE CORSICAN SCARECROW…”
Invasion. Scene II. Of a Play. Enter John Bull, Sandy of Scotland,
Taffy of Wales, and Patrick of Ireland.
Broadside (440 x 280mm)., woodcut vignette signed “Lee”
[John or James Lee] in the upper part of the sheet depicting
an Englishman, an Irishman, a Welshman and a Scotsman
dancing in a circle hand-in-hand. A little dusty at the edges,
entirely uncut.
[London]: for J. Stockdale [by] S. Gosnell, [?1803].
Bibl. Lind., No 1498; Not in Klingberg & Hustvedt.
A call for national unity delivered in the form of a scene
from a supposed play with countless tropes from each country utilized to present a common front against Napoleon.
Patrick of Ireland cuts a “shillalah” to “thwack” Napoleon
and “make the rascal feel queerish”. On the subject of what
to do with Napoleon when he has been captured John Bull
suggests imprisoning him in the dome of St Paul’s Cathedral
while Sandy suggests dragging him “with a ring through
his nose, like a dancing bear, and shew him to aw the Scotch
lairds in the Highlands”. The four men leave the scene
cheering, “dancing off, hand in hand”.
See Bibl. Lind., No 1497 (Invasion. Scene of a Play. Enter John
Bull and Bonaparte from opposite sides) for the first “scene” of
the play. The woodcut illustration shows John Bull seizing
Bonaparte by the nose.
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“SO HUZZA FOR THE TIGHT LITTLE ISLAND!!”
[CORPORAL TRIM psued ?PAYNTER (David William)].
Corporal Trim on the Invasion.
Broadside (445 x 280 mm). A little dusty around the edges,
entirely uncut.
[London]: for John Stockdale [by] S. Gosnell, [?1803].
Bibl. Lind., No. 1486; Klingberg & Hustvedt no.38.
The supposed author of the broadside, “Corporal Trim”,
takes his name from the military and fortification-obsessed
character in Sterne’s Tristram Shandy. The text is a detailed
statement on the possibility of invasion (“the most uncertain
military operation in the world”, yet one which we should
still, “be prepared to look the circumstances sternly in the
face”). The broadside finishes with a rousing – culinary
themed – flourish: “I am, however, much afraid, from the
natural partiality of our seamen to the inhabitants of their
own element, that our poor crows will be cheated of their
French ragout, and the Armée d’Angleterre be dished up to the
fish, with broadsides and gunpowder sauce, in either case
his Consular Majesty will be a welcome guest”. The Armée
d’Angleterre was a French force specifically trained for the
invasion of England. David William Paynter (bap. 1791d.1823) was known to contribute to newspapers under the
pseudonym “Corporal Trim”.
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“LET US LIVE A NATION – OR DIE”
[AN OLD WHIG]. My Friends and Countrymen.
Broadside (280 x 230mm). A little dusty in places, entirely
uncut.
London: printed by W. Flint for F. and C. Rivington…and J.
Spragg, [1803].
Bibl. Lind., No. 1534; Klingberg & Hustvedt no.13.
The “Old Whig” calls for political allegiances to be put
aside in the face of French threats to the British “Crown of
Honour”.
“Shall we, with whom the sacred Flame of Liberty, of real national
Liberty, has remained for Ages unextinguished; shall we crouch
to a foreign Yoke; shall we bow to the Neck to a Despot, submit
ourselves to a Corsican Usurper? – Forbid it, Honour! Forbid it,
Freedom! Forbid it, Valour!”
The broadside is priced at “one halfpenny” or “2s. 6d. a
Hundred; or One Guinea a Thousand”.
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“ABJECT SLAVES TO ALL-POWERFUL AND ALL CONQUERING FRANCE”
[A TRUE FRIEND TO OLD ENGLAND]. Substance of the
Corsican Bonaparte’s Hand-Bills; or, a Charming Prospect for
John Bull and his Family.
Broadside (440 x 275mm). Very lightly spotted in the upper
half of the sheet, a little dusty; entirely uncut.
[London]: printed for J. Ginger…by C. Stower, [1803].
Bibl. Lind., No. 1515; Klingberg & Hustvedt no.64.
“But let England boast her Sheffield and her Birmingham, her
Liverpool and her Bristol, her Newcastle and her other numberless
towns and cities!”
In this broadside addressed to the inhabitants of England
the author warns that Napoleon himself is waging a similar
print campaign by producing hand-bills that explain to the
French people how England can easily be conquered, its
people turned into slaves and its industrial towns given over
to the conquering nation.
A note at the end of the broadside advises that “It is earnestly
recommended to the Editors of the Sunday Papers to insert
the above Hand-bill”.
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“MURDER, RAPINE, SLAVERY AND DEATH”
Proclamation made to every Man in the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland, this First Day of August, in the Year of our
Lord One Thousand Eight Hundred and Three.
Broadside (310 x 195mm). Lightly browned and a little dusty
at the edges, entirely uncut.
London: printed for J. Asperne…by J & E. Hodson, [1803].
Bibl. Lind., No. 1538; Klingberg & Hustvedt no.8.
An outright appeal to “every Man” to be ready for the planned
invasion of Napoleon who is “moved by the instigation of the
Devil, and filled with Envy, Malice, and Hatred to us”. The
broadside goes on to warn that a large army is being put
together who plan “to murder all our inhabitants bearing
arms in our defence, violate the wives and daughters of our
people, and plunder our Cities”.
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AWAY WITH SUCH FRENCH BOMBAST!
Britons to Arms!
Broadside (420 x 325mm). A little dusty and slightly grubby at
the edges, entirely uncut and with some minor paper repairs to
the extreme edges of the sheet carefully laid down on a sheet
of thicker paper.
London: printed for J. Hatchard [by] J. Brettell, [?1803].
Not in Bibl. Lind.; Not in Klingberg & Hustvedt.
A bombastic warning of the imminent threat of invasion and
a desperate call for national unity against the “plunder of our
country…and the murder of the inhabitants”. The broadside
concludes by reminding the reader of the “libels” published
by Napoleon and proclaims “Away with such French Bombast!
We not only dare to contend, But we dare to Conquer!”
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“WOMAN OF ALL RANKS VIOLATED /
CHILDREN MURDERED”
The Consequences of Buonaparte’s Succeeding in his Designs
against this Country
Broadside (445 x 280mm). Evenly browned, entirely uncut,
edges very slightly chipped.
London: printed for J. Hatchard…by J.Hales, [?1803].
Bibl. Lind., No. 1485; Klingberg & Hustvedt no.55.
Klingberg and Hustvedt describe this broadside as essentially a
summary of the “forbidding elements” of all the other broadsides. The center of the sheet simply records the supposed
consequences of a Napoleonic invasion in list form:
“Universal Pillage.
Men of all Parties Slaughtered.
Women of all Ranks Violated.
Children Murdered.
Trade Ruined.
The Labouring Classes thrown out of Employment.
Famine with all its Horrors.
Despotism Triumphant.
The remaining Inhabitants carried away by Ship-loads
to Foreign Lands.”
In smaller text underneath this list the people of Britain are
reminded that only through their own “vigorous resistance”
can they be spared the above fates. The reader is also directed,
for a fuller examination of the points raised, to study a “small
tract entitled ‘The Prospect’”; this appears to be The Prospect;
or, a brief view of the evils which the common people of England are
likely to suffer, by a successful invasion from the French (1803).
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“RID THE WORLD OF SUCH A MONSTER”
[TAURUS]. Britons, the period is now arrived, when it is to be
discovered whether you are to be Freemen or Slaves.
Broadside (440 x 275mm). A little dusty and slightly chipped
in a couple of places at the edges, minor crease to one corner,
entirely uncut.
[London]: printed by W. Glindon, for J. Ginger, [?1803].
Bibl. Lind., No. 1483; Not in Klingberg & Hustvedt.
A rousing of nationalistic spirit signed “Taurus”, a character
from Sheridan’s Pizarro (the broadside ends with some lines
from the play). The broadside begins by challenging the British
people to decide if they would rather be “freemen or slaves”. A
contrast is then drawn between the safe inhabitants of “these
snug little islands” [Britain] and the “murderer, robber,
barbarian” Napoleon who does not care if his country of
“millions of Soup-Eaters” should die in trying to conquer
Britain.
The broadside was printed for John Ginger of Piccadilly,
“where all Patriotic Publications may be had”.
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“RAVAGE, PLUNDER AND DESTROY”
[DENON (Vivant)]. To the Infamous Wretch, if there be such an
one in England, who dares to talk of, or even hopes to find Mercy
in the Breast of the Corsican Bonaparte, the eternal sworn Foe of
England, the Conqueror and Grand Subjugator of France.
Broadside (445 x 80mm). A little dusty and slightly creased
in places, entirely uncut, one corner previously folded.
[London]: printed for J. Ginger [by W. Marchant], [1803].
Bibl. Lind., No. 1518; Klingberg & Hustvedt no.68.
The central portion of the text is taken from Vivant Denon’s
Voyage dans la Basse et la Haute Égypte (Paris, 1802) which was
an eye witness account of Napoleon’s Egyptian campaign.
The quote from his book is used as a threat and the reader
is reminded underneath the quote that the ill-treatment delivered to the people of Egypt will be nothing compared to
that served on England, a country which Napoleon vows to
“ravage, plunder, and destroy”.
A note underneath the imprint states: “It is earnestly requested that those who can afford it will distribute these papers
to those who cannot. Ladies and Women of all Ranks think
on this!”.
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“CRY GOD FOR US! FOR ENGLAND!
AND KING GEORGE!”
[SHAKESPEARE (William)]. Shakespeare’s Ghost!
Broadside (600 x 420mm). A little dusty and grubby near
the edges, single small closer tear to the lower portion of the
sheet (not obscuring the text), edges a little chipped in
places, paper mount torn at the right-hand side.
London: Luke Hansard, [1803].
Bibl. Lind., No. 1534; Klingberg & Hustvedt no.32.
An amalgamation of pertinent lines from various plays by
Shakespeare intended to rouse the country against France.
The most pertinent lines are those from Henry V, which had
long been used (and still are today) as a rallying call for
Britain in times of war. Klingberg and Hustvedt note that
this broadside was part of a larger use of Shakespeare as a
patriotic figure in this period, the Gentleman’s Magazine
carried a parody entitled “To arm or not to arm?” in the
same year.
“Shakespeare often delights us on the Stage in the Hour of
Amusement, - let him now in the Hour of Peril inspire us with
that Patriotism and Courage which animated our Forefathers
to those Deeds of Glory which he describes.”
This broadside was used as included in the exhibition
Remembering Shakespeare at the Beinecke Library, Yale
University, June 2012.
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“HALF A MILLION OF BRITONS”
[TIMOLEON]. Englishmen!
Broadside (545 x 435mm). A couple of light brown patches,
edges of the sheet dusty, grubby and a little chipped in places, entirely uncut, paper mount torn at the right hand side.
London: printed by J. Brettell, for J. Hatchard, [1803].
Bibl. Lind., No. 1491; Klingberg & Hustvedt no.27.
The broadside includes a statement by “the natural Enemy
of England” Charles François Dumouriez (1739-1823) who
is quoted as saying that if France were not successful
in invading England it would lead to their total ruin. Dumouriez would in fact defect shortly after the publication of
this broadside and, secretly, assisted the British Government
in defending the country from Napoleon. Special emphasis
is placed on local defense of the country in the “counties and
shires” against the “daring invader”.
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“IS THERE A FRENCHMAN WHOSE BLOOD DOES
NOT CHILL WITH HORROR AT THE RECITAL
OF SUCH A FACT”
[WILSON (Robert)]. The Tender Mercies of Bonaparte in Egypt!
Britons, Beware.
Broadside (550 x 435mm). A little grubby, chipped and
slightly creased at the edges, a couple of minor paper repairs,
paper mount torn at the right-hand side.
London: for J. Asperne…by T. Maiden, [1803].
Bibl. Lind., No. 1529; Klingberg & Hustvedt no.4.
The first portion of the text is an extract from Sir Robert Wilson’s
History of the British Expedition to Egypt (1802), which listed
the various cruelties of Napoleon towards his prisoners at
Jaffa (Siege of Jaffa, 3rd to 7th March 1799) and his own
soldiers at Cairo (Battle of the Pyramids, 21st July 1798).
The accusations made by Wilson were such that Napoleon complained to the British government and ordered a
counter-report. The second part of the broadside is Wilson’s
epistolary reply to the counter-report. The work ends with a
quotation from Book II of Horace’s Odes.
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“AREN’T YOU A BIT AFRAID OF US?”
[JOHN BULL]. Plain Answers to Plain Questions, in a Dialogue
Between John Bull and Bonaparte, met Half-Seas over between
Dover and Calais.
Broadside (540 x 420mm). A little browned and with a couple
of light spots in places, edges a little creased and chipped,
entirely uncut, paper mount torn at the right-hand side.
London: printed for J. Hatchard....[by] J. Brettell, [?1803].
Bibl. Lind., No. 1510; Klingberg & Hustvedt no.22.
A supposed conversation between John Bull and Napoleon
on neutral territory in the middle of the English Channel.
Napoleon immediately rebuffs the polite John Bull (“How
do you do?”) by openly stating his desire to take over London. John Bull enquires why Napoleon is “an enemy to
our Liberty of the Press” and ends with him threatening
the French leader: “You had better let it alone Bony…if these
are your only grounds for hope, you’re a damn’d Fool if you
attempt it”. Napoleon makes a reference to wanting “foggy
weather” and “long nights” for an invasion.
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“ALL ENGLISH BOOKS TO BE SEIZED”
Bonaparte’s Plan for subjugating this Country, when he has got a
Footing and Established Himself and his Bloodhounds here.
Broadside (400 x 325mm). Folded for postage, a little chipped
and torn at the edges, large piece torn from the upper righthand corner (deleting a single letter of text from the headline), small mark from a postage seal, verso dusty and with
the recipient’s name and address in ink.
Lancaster: printed by J. Jackson, opposite the Town-Hall,
Market-Place, Lancaster, [1803].
Not in Bibl. Lind.; Not in Klingberg & Hustvedt.
A provincially printed broadside warning of the consequences of a French invasion both in terms of larger issues,
such as requisitioning land and disbanding the British Navy,
but also, most hauntingly in terms of domestic life - children
“above the age of twelve, and above that of four years” are
to be sent to France to learn the language or forced into the
French army and all teachers are to be French.
Special consideration is given to the freedom of the British
publishing industry: printing anything in English will be
punishable by death and “all English books to be seized, and
sent to France, and books printed in France, to be the only
ones permitted to be sold or distributed in England”.
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